Blender sculpt prim

build. See also creating
backups, 155
basements, 269-270
brick porches, 183
brick texture, finding, 183
cube, resizing, 183
dollar, choosing, 184
dimensional, 185
Repeats per face, adjusting, 184-185
by the numbers, 127-128
copying objects to Inventory, 120
decks, 135
adding to inventory, 139
object names, 137
rezzing a cube, 136-137
sandboxes, 135-136
sizing, 137
snapshots, 139
texturing, 138-139
viewpoint control, 137
houses, 157
with dome, 160
cube, creating, 158
defined, 270
hollowing cube, 158
positioning, 270
prims, linking, 160
roofing, 159
room, creating, 158
sandbox, finding, 157
sizing, 270
storing in inventory, 160
texturing, 158
walkways, 271
wall color, 159
wall transparency, 160
Ivory Tower Library of Primitives, 166-168
landscreases, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
learning from existing
objects, 156
light. See light.
locations for, 120
picture frames, 161-162
ponds, 271
finished, 273
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
prims
alignment, 146-148
avatar size, 157
building block types, 128
by the numbers, 127-128
camera controls, 157
creating, 121
cubes, 121
cutting, 128-130
defined, 120
Dimples Begin/End property, 130
flexible, 152-155
flexiprims. See flexiprims
general properties, 126-127
holes, 130
hollowing, 128-129
Ivory Tower of Primitives, 128
learning from existing
objects, 156
linking, 144-145
Local ruler mode, 125
locked properties, 127
locking, 155
materials, 128
mega-prims, 124
moving, 123
multiple, creating, 122
object properties, 127-128
phantom properties, 127
physical properties, 127
placing, 122
positioning, 128
prim counts, 133
radius of revolutions, 131
ramps, 122
reference ruler mode, 126
rotations, 131
rotating, 123-124, 128
sculpt textures, 131
selecting, 122
shape examples, 132
sizes, 124, 128
skewing, 130

build. See also creating
backups, 155
basements, 269-270
brick porches, 183
brick texture, finding, 183
cube, resizing, 183
dollar, choosing, 184
dimensional, 185
Repeats per face, adjusting, 184-185
by the numbers, 127-128
copying objects to Inventory, 120
decks, 135
adding to inventory, 139
object names, 137
rezzing a cube, 136-137
sandboxes, 135-136
sizing, 137
snapshots, 139
texturing, 138-139
viewpoint control, 137
houses, 157
with dome, 160
cube, creating, 158
defined, 270
hollowing cube, 158
positioning, 270
prims, linking, 160
roofing, 159
room, creating, 158
sandbox, finding, 157
sizing, 270
storing in inventory, 160
texturing, 158
walkways, 271
wall color, 159
wall transparency, 160
Ivory Tower Library of Primitives, 166-168
landscreases, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
learning from existing
objects, 156
light. See light.
locations for, 120
picture frames, 161-162
ponds, 271
finished, 273
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
prims
alignment, 146-148
avatar size, 157
building block types, 128
by the numbers, 127-128
camera controls, 157
creating, 121
cubes, 121
cutting, 128-130
defined, 120
Dimples Begin/End property, 130
flexible, 152-155
flexiprims. See flexiprims
general properties, 126-127
holes, 130
hollowing, 128-129
Ivory Tower of Primitives, 128
learning from existing
objects, 156
linking, 144-145
Local ruler mode, 125
locked properties, 127
locking, 155
materials, 128
mega-prims, 124
moving, 123
multiple, creating, 122
object properties, 127-128
phantom properties, 127
physical properties, 127
placing, 122
positioning, 128
prim counts, 133
radius of revolutions, 131
ramps, 122
reference ruler mode, 126
rotations, 131
rotating, 123-124, 128
sculpt textures, 131
selecting, 122
shape examples, 132
sizes, 124, 128
skewing, 130
clothing

shoes/socks, 78
shopping for
Ayla Holt’s Men In Action, 18
buying items, 87
finding in Inventory, 87
new Inventory folder, 88
opening boxes, 87-88
rez the box, 87
wearing new, 88
skirts, 79, 208
textures, 79-80
applying, 211
color or grayscale, 209
underwear, 77
Club Egret, 16
club owners, 336
collision functions, 230
collision_start event handler, 242
color
backgrounds, 198
clothing, 85-86
functions, 231
local lights, 149
particles, 285
picker, 174-175
prims, 135
RGB color spaces, 190-191
textures, 174-175
Color swatch (Texture tab), 174-175
commands
Edit menu
Groups, 56
Preferences, 29
Preferences, Audio & Video, 337
File menu, 216
Help menu, 36
/me, 52
Search menu, 263
Tools menu, 234
View menu
Camera Controls, 34
Mouselook, 34
Movement Controls, 30
World menu
About Land, 256
Set Home Here, 38
communication
animation overrides, 54
basics, 48-49
calling cards, 54
chatting, 48
culture, 49
history, 50
IM, compared, 48
launching, 49
objects, 58
range, 49
shouting, 49
text, capturing, 59
viewing, 49
emotions, 52
facial expressions, 53
friendships, 55
functions, 231
gestures, 52-53, 62
groups, 56
active, 57
creating, 58
enrollment fees, 56
finding, 56
IMing, 57-58
joining, 56
managing, 56-57
memberships, viewing, 57
reasons for, 56
titles, viewing, 57
IM, 48
chatting, compared, 48
emailing, 51-52
groups, 57-58
hiding, 51
launching, 50
offline, 59
politeness, 51
storing, 51
text, capturing, 59
mistakes, 58-59
objects, 58
overview, 7
presentations
event attendance, 61
experience, 61
fashion, 62
gestures, 62
grand entrances, 63
practicing, 62
preparations, 62
presenting, 63
skill requirements, 61
viewing yourself, 63
privacy, 59-60
slang/acronyms, 63-64
tutorial, 60
voice, 48, 60-61
community standards, 8
assault, 113
disclosure, 114
disturbing the peace, 114
harassment, 113
indecency, 114
intolerance, 113
police blotter, 113
SLURL, 113
composition properties
(flexiprims), 153
camera
default view, 30-33
mouselook view, 30-31, 34
objects while building, 157
onscreen, 34
viewpoints (prims), 123
focus, 31
functions, 231
movement
C key, 30
E key, 30
flying, 28-29
Go Here menu, 30
landing, 29
onscreen, 30
Page Dn key, 30
Page Up key, 30
walking/running, 28
WASD keys, 30
Offset, 182-183
onscreen
camera, 34
movement, 30
orbit, 32
pan, 33
Rotation, 183
Select Texture build control, 181
coordinate system, 124-125
Copy permissions, 146
Copy Selection prim alignment, 148
copying building objects, 120

costs
groups, 56
islands/estates, 259
land, 254, 264-265
mainland usage fees, 256
partnerships, 103
premium accounts, 255
couch potatoes, 20
count (particle flow), 286
covenants, 257-259
CPU performance, 351

creating. See also building
alpha channels, 192
alpha channels in Photoshop, 193-194
background layer, 194
images, creating, 193
saving, 194
testing, 194
texture, applying, 195
uploading, 194
animations/poses, 295
avatars, 8
classified ads, 99
clothing, 84-86
dispenser prims, 246
friends, 55
groups, 58
landmarks, 37
light, 149-151
notecards, 247
partnerships, 103
picks, 98
plants, 195-199
alpaha channel, creating, 197-198
background separation, 196
building, 197
color background, adding, 198
flat panel, creating, 199
image transfer, 197
layers, merging, 197
mirroring images, 200
new file, creating, 196
opaque areas, choosing, 197
panels, 201
pictures, taking, 196
plant texture, applying, 200
planting, 203
prims, linking, 202
quality, checking, 198
saving, 198-199
transparency, 200
vine poles, 202
poseballs, 301
prims, 121
cubes, 121
multiples, 122
ramps, 122
teleport, 248
types, 122
sculpt textures, 316
sculpted prims, 315
shelves, 321
skin, 89
texture images, 188
applying to prims, 189
backgrounds, 187
image editing software, choosing, 186
saving, 188
sizing, 186
text, adding, 187-188
uploading, 188-189
transparencies with alpha channels, 190
alpha sorting, 192
haloing effect, 193
RGB color spaces, 190-191
semitransparent images, 192
white areas, 190
vehicles, 306
creators, 115, 145
credit card information, 8
crunch poses, 84
crusty (textures), 176
CS (Community Standards), 8
assault, 113
disclosure, 114
disturbing the peace, 114
harassment, 113
indecency, 114
intolerance, 113
police blotter, 113
SLURL, 113
overview, 8
currency. See L$

current look, saving, 85
custom T-shirt tutorial, 211, 217-218
images
centering, 214
choosing, 212
layer styles, adding, 214
masking, 214
moving into position, 212
resizing, 212, 215-216
round, creating, 213
lightening/darkening shirts, 214
opacity, 212
resolution, 216
Robin (Sojourner) Wood T-shirt template download, 211
saving, 216
shadows, 218
shirt color, selecting, 214
text, 215
uploading, 216
wearing, 217
cutstone (textures), 176
cutting prims, 128-130
cya (see ya), 63
ending partnerships, 103
entrances (presentations), 63
enveloped objects, 155-156
Epsilon, MagnAxiom wedding experience, 108
error messages, 238
escorts, 20
estates, 255-257
assessing, 263-264
buying land, 259
covenants, 257-259
finding, 263-264
houses, adding, 270-271
landscaping, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
ownership, 259
ponds, adding, 271
finished, 273
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
prims
allowance, 258
breakdown example, 278-279
terraforming land, 267-269
basements, 269-270
bulldozing, 268
correcting mistakes, 268
editing tools, 267-268
lowering land, 268
usage fees, 258
waterfalls, adding, 273
movement, 275
rezzing cylinders, 274
rock backdrop, 274
textures, 274
events
attending, 61
finding, 35-36
handlers, 240-242
hosts, 20
organizers, 336

end of avatars, 80
existing within the SL world (in-world), 63
explorers, 115
exploring, 7. See also geography
flying, 28-29
above the ceiling, 29
auto-fly option, 29
celling height, 29
directions, 28
falling, 29
landing, 29
maximum hover height, 29
Spaceport Alpha, 42
taking off, 28
guidance, 11
landscapes, 11
looking around. See looking around
maps
mini-map, 40-41
world map, 38-40
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 41
flying, 42
looking around, 41
looking at objects, 42
maps, 43
returning home, 44
sitting down, 43
snapshots, 43
teleporting, 41
walking/running, 42
teleporting, 35
accepting offers, 36
arriving, 37
home, 38
landmarks, 37
locations, finding, 35-36
offering, 36
Spaceport Alpha, 41
telehubs, 37
world map, 39
walking/running, 28, 42
Export Sculpt Texture dialog, 323-324
external servers, 350
eyes
avatars, 75
texture template, 205
f
facial expressions, 53
Fairymeadow, SunshineBlonde wedding experience, 107-108
fake lights
full bright, 149
local
casting from prim center, 151
creating, 149-151
directional, 152
enabling, 149
examples, 150
properties, 149
shadows, 151
six light limit, 151
static versus dynamic, 152
viewing, 151
falloff (local lights), 150
fashion
designers, 20
presentations, 62
Features tab
flexiprims, 152-153
lighting, 149-151
feedback, 22
fees. See costs
female avatars
choosing, 71
default undershirt, 76
Few, Astrin, 337
Few, Chosen, sculpted prim, 319-324
transparency FAQ tutorial, 190-193
File menu commands, 216
finding
avatars, 70
bought items in Inventory, 87
brick textures, 183
building locations, 120
friends, 40, 60
groups, 56
land, 263-264
music venues, 337-339
new skin, 89
Particle Lab, 289
rentals, 260
sandboxes, 135-136
scripts, 235
skin, 89
teleporting locations, 35-36
vehicles, 304
first look viewer, 350
first person view, 30-31, 34
fish for ponds, 278
flexible tail, creating, 163
attaching to body, 164
cone, creating, 163
length/thickness, 164-165
movement settings, 164
positioning/rotating, 164
texturing, 165
wearing, 165
flexiprims, 152
client simulation, 155
clothing accessories, 81
enabling, 152
Knowledge Base Article
website, 168
length/thickness, 164
linking, 154
material, 154
moving, 154
positioning, 154
properties, 152-153
resources, 168
rotating, 154
sizing, 154
tail, creating, 163
  attaching to body, 164
cone, creating, 163
length/thickness, 164-165
movement settings, 164
positioning/rotating tails, 164
texturing, 165
wearing, 165
world interaction, 155
Flicker, 335
floats, 241
flow particles, 286, 291
flying, 28-29
  above the ceiling, 29
  auto-fly option, 29
  ceiling height, 29
directions, 28
  falling, 29
landing, 29
  maximum hover height, 29
no-fly zones, 29
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 42
taking off, 28
focus controls, 31-32
Focus dialog, 123
folders
  Gestures, 52
  Library, 232-233
  Scripts, 233
food, 16
  for what it's worth (fwiw), 63
force properties (flexiprims), 153-154
forests, 11
formal dancing, 16
formats (image files), 222-223
Forums Thread on Lighting
website, 168
FPS (frames per second), 356
free houses, 270
freedoms
  estates/private islands, 258-259
  land ownership, 255
  mainland, 257
freezing avatars, 359
friends
  creating, 55
  finding, 40, 60
  friendships, creating, 55
logging in/out notification, 55
mapping, 55
modify rights, 55
offering
  friendship, 55
teleports, 36
options, 55
Friends dialog, 55
full bright objects, 149
Full Bright setting (Texture tab), 175
functions, 230
  agent/avatar, 230
BadGuy, 246
camera, 230
categories, 230-231
collision, 230
color, 231
communications, 231
tools, 231
detection, 231
dynamics, 231
group, 231
inventory, 231
land, 231
light, 231
link, 231
list, 231
list of, 242
llDetectedKey, 248
llDetectedName, 242
llGetInventoryName, 248
llGiveInventory, 248
llListFindList, 246
llToLower, 242
MakeGreeting, 242
math, 231
movement, 231
objects, 231
particle, 231
physics, 231
predefined, 242
primitive, 231
script, 231
sensor, 231
simulator, 231
sound, 231
string, 231
teleport, 231
texture, 231
time, 231
transformation, 231
user-defined, 242-243
vehicle, 231
video, 231
weather, 231
water, 231
world interaction, 155
Furry Male and Female avatars, 69
fwiw (for what it's worth), 63
G

G2g (got to go), 63

Gambling, 13, 20
games, 13

General tab (prim properties), 126-127
geography, 5
land ownership, 7
locations, referencing, 6
regions, 6
gestures, 52-53
activating, 52
buying, 53
clapping, 53
defined, 295
folder, 52
presentations, 62
GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program), 186
Girl and Boy Next Door avatars, 68
Give Item field (profiles), 97
giving notecards on touch script, 246-248
copying to prim inventory, 247
dispenser prim, creating, 246
notecards, creating, 247
gloves, 78-79
glow (particles), 286
gmta (great minds think alike), 63
GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP), 186
Go Here menu (movement controls), 30
go-kart racing, 14
Google TechTalk video website, 351
got to go (g2g), 63
governmental policies, 22
grapics problems, 356-357
gravel (textures), 176
gravity (flexiprims), 154
great minds think alike (gmta), 63
greeters, 9
grid
beta, 349
defined, 348
function, 349
main, 349
prim alignment, 147
regions, 349
status, checking, 352
teen, 349
griefers, 9, 115, 358
abuse report filing website, 360
handling, 358-359
as landowners, 359
Llewelyn, Gwyneth's blog, 360-361
Steele, Jade's experience, 359-360
LL policy, 360
resources, 360

ground cover, 275-276
groups, 56
active, 57
creating, 58
discussion, 15
enrollment fees, 56
finding, 56
functions, 231
IMing, 57-58
joining, 56
land ownership, 257
live music, 340
managing, 56-57
memberships, 57
musicians, 342
permissions, 146
reasons for, 56
semiprivate, 54
titles, 57
viewing, 97
Groups command (Edit menu), 56
Groups dialog, 56
“Guide to Second Life Music,” 337
H

hair
avatars, 74-75
Inventory organization, 363
prim-hair, 81-82
shopping, 18
texture template, 204

haloing around transparent images, 193

handling
events, 240-242
griefers, 358-359
as landowners, 359
LL policy, 360

Hllewyn, Gwyneth's blog,
360-361
Steele, Jade's experience,
359-360
Harajuku Male and Female avatars, 68
harassment, 113
hard drive health, 352
Hathor, Julia, 135, 195, 199
heads, 206
Heads Up Display (HUD), 53, 82
Heart Garden Center, 278
heights
maximum hover, 29
world map, 39
help, 9
guidance, 11
Help Island, 9
Live Help, 10
SLURLs, 41
traffic, 36
Help Island, 9
Help menu commands (Second Life Help), 36
hiding
IM, 51
titles, 57
history, 21-22, 50
holes (prims), 130
hollowing, 128-129, 181
home base
setting, 38
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 44
horseback riding, 12
houses
building, 157
circular with dome, 160
cube, 158
linking prims, 160
roofing, 159
room, creating, 158
sandbox, finding, 157
storing in Inventory, 160
texturing, 158
wall color, 159
wall transparency, 160
houses

free, 270
positioning, 270
sizing, 270
walkways, 271
hover height, 29
HoverText Clock script, 234
“How to Play Streaming Music in SL,” 337
HUD (Heads Up Display), 53, 82

“I have a lot of lag; how do I stop it?”
website, 357
Icecast, 338
ID-verified accounts, 97
IM (instant messaging), 48
chatting, compared, 48
emailing, 51-52
groups, 57-58
hiding, 51
launching, 50
offline, 59
politeness, 51
storing, 51
text, capturing, 59
IM dialog, 50
Image Size dialog, 216
images
dimensions supported, 220-221
editing software, choosing, 186
file formats, 222-223
sizes supported, 220
texture
center, moving, 182-183
choosing, 174
creating, 186-188
defined, 172
memory, 223-225
multiple textures, 203
rotating, 183
sizes, 225
storing, 172
upload distortion, 220-221
imho (in my humble opinion), 63
imo (in my opinion), 63
implicit permissions, 146

in-world (existing within the SL world), 63
In-World Book Companion website, 275
indecency, 114
individual faces, 180-182
Input & Camera tab (auto-fly option), 29
installing SL client, 9
instant messaging. See IM integers, 241
intensity (local lights), 149
Interests tab (profiles), 98
International Spaceflight Museum, 12
Internet picture-sharing tools, 335
intolerance, 113
Inventory, 10, 361
avatars, 68
bought items, 87-88
building objects, copying, 120
clothes, organizing, 362
decks, 139
DIY plane kit, adding, 308-309
finding bought items, 87
functions, 231
giving items away, 97
hair, organizing, 363
houses, storing, 160
lack of control, 361
new body parts menu, 210
new clothing menu, 210
objects, organizing, 364
opening, 10
outfits, 83-84
resources, 364
scripted objects, 232
scripts, adding, 235-236
skins, organizing, 363
snapshots, 172
textures
applying, 211
images, 172
vehicles, finding, 304
Zander, Willow’s organizational strategy, 361-364

islands
assessing, 263-264
finding, 263-264
Help, 9
houses, adding, 270-271
landscaping, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
Orientation, 9
ponds, adding, 271
finished, 273
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
prim breakdown example, 278-279
private, 255
terraforming land, 267-269
basements, 269-270
bodlozing, 268
correcting mistakes, 268
editing tools, 267-268
lowering land, 268
waterfalls, adding, 273
movement, 275
rezzing cylinders, 274
rock backdrop, 274
textures, 274
Ivory Tower Library of Primitives, 128, 166-168

J–K

jackets, 78
Jewell, Yuzuru’s lathe (ROKURO) tool
website, 316
jewelry, 81
jk (just kidding), 63
jobs, 20, 336
joining groups, 56
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) format, 222
k (ok), 63
Karamel Madison's Kitchen
Korner, 16
Kart tutorial, 304-305
keyboard shortcuts
C, 30
E, 30
flying, 28
help, 36
home base, 38
landing, 29
looking at objects, 31
movement controls, 30
orbiting objects, 32
Page Dn, 30
Page Up, 30
panning, 33
shouting, 49
toggling walking and running, 28
world map, 38
keys, 241
Kirkpatrick, David, 5
kk (ok), 63
Koi, 278
Komuso's Fans of the Blues
group, 342

L
LS (Linden Dollar), 19, 63
currency exchange rate, 19
earning, 20
land values, 19
lack of consequences theory
(relationships), 102
lag/laggy (sluggish SL performance), 63, 348, 351
attending popular events, 357
computer configuration, 351-352
draw distance setting, 355-356
graphics, 356-357
grid status, 352
help website, 357
personal network
connections, 352
region grid servers, 354-355
resources, 357
SL network connections, 353-354
land
assessing, 263-264
buying tutorial, 266
assessing, 264
costs, 264-265
economic data, 265
finding land, 264
IMing owners, 265
mainland versus estates, 263
meeting neighbors, 266
property lines, 264-265
size, 263
costs, 254, 265
editing dialog, 267-268
estates, 257
buying land, 259
covenants, 257-259
estate/island ownership, 259
prim allowance, 258
usage fees, 258
finding, 263-264
freedoms, 255
functions, 231
griefers, handling, 359
houses, adding, 270-271
intended use for, 255
LS per square meters, 19
landscaping, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
levels of control, 255
mainland, 255
account requirements, 255
buying land, 257
freedoms, 257
group lands, 257
prim allowance, 256
usage fees, 256
part of the economy, 254-255
planning builds, 266
playing music, 338
ponds, adding, 271
finished, 273
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272

Layer Style dialog, 214
layering clothing, 76
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
prims
demands, 255
private islands/estates, 255
renting
advantages, 259
agreements, 260-262
considerations, 259-260
finding rentals, 260
landlord conversation, 279-280
size, 255
terraforming, 267-269
basements, 269-270
bulldozing, 268
correcting mistakes, 268
editing tools, 267-268
flexibility, 255
lowering land, 268
waterfalls, adding, 273
movement, 275
rezzing cylinders, 274
rock backdrop, 274
textures, 274
Land Sales command (Search menu), 263
landing, 29
landlords, 21
landmarks (LMs), 37, 63
landscapes, exploring, 11
landscaping, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
later (ltr), 63
latest released viewer, 350
laughing my ass off (lmao), 63
laughing out loud (lol), 64
launching
chatting, 49
IM, 50
world map, 38
LaVerne, 242
Layer Style dialog, 214
layering clothing, 76
learning to be loved theory

(relationships), 102
Let There Be Lights website, 168
Levitsky, Amanda, 324
Library folder, 232-233
The LibSecondLife Project, 351

light
ambient, 175
full bright, 149
functions, 231
local
casting from prim center, 151
creating, 149-151
directional, 152
enabling, 149
textures, 149
examples, 150
properties, 149
shadows, 151
six light limit, 151
static versus dynamic, 152
viewing, 151
photography, 334-335
resources, 168

Linden Communication Venues Guide, 22
Linden Dollar. See /L$
Linden Exchange, 19
Linden Lab (LL), 4, 63
Linden Lab Community Music Page, 343
Linden Scripting Language. See LSL
Linden texture templates website, 204
Linden Village, 22
Linden, Eric, 344
Linden, Torley, 335
Linden, Zero, 351
Lindens (employees of Linden Lab), 63
Lindens. See L$
linking
flexiprims, 154
functions, 231
prims, 144, 202
ing, editing, 145
limits, 144

multi-selecting linksets, 144
multiple linksets, 144
order, 145
Second Life Forum discussion, 144-145
websites, 97
list functions, 231
listening to live music, 17
lists, 241
Live Help, 10
live music, 17, 336, 338-340
Living Room VIP Lounge group, 342
LL (Linden Lab), 4, 63
IDetectedKey function, 248
IDetectedName function, 242
Llewelyn, Gwyneth, 10, 360-361
IGetInventoryName function, 248
IGetInventory function, 248
IListfindList function, 246
IToLower function, 242
LM (landmark), 63
Imao (laughing my ass off), 63
local communication, chatting, 49-50
local lights
casting from prim center, 151
creating, 149-151
directional, 152
enabling, 149
textures, 149
examples, 150
properties, 149
shadows, 151
six light limit, 151
static versus dynamic, 152
viewing, 151

locking
doors, 245-246
prims, 155
logging in/out, 55
lol (laughing out loud), 64
looking around, 7
default view, 30
example, 31
looking at an object, 31-32
orbiting objects, 32-33
panning, 33
mouselook view, 30-31, 34
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 41
looping animations, 300
lower bodies, 208
lowering land, 268
LSL (Linden Scripting Language). See also scripts
functions, 230-231
script mastery, 232
wiki, 230, 235, 285
ltr (later), 63
Luskwood, 70
Lynn, Regina, 109

M

Mac performance website, 357
Machinima, 344
main grid, 349
mainland, 255
account requirements, 255
assessing land, 263
buying land, 257
finding land, 263
freedoms, 257
group lands, 257
prims allowance, 256
regions, 6
usage fees, 256
Make Outfit bug, 73
Make Outfit dialog, 83
MakeGreeting function, 242
“Making a Perfect Alpha Channel, with No White Halo” website, 193
Making Machinima in SL by Eric Linden website, 344
male avatars
choosing, 71
default clothing, 76
managing
groups, 56-57
scripts, 234
maps
friends, 55
land ownership, 7
locations, referencing, 6
mini-map, 40-41
regions, 6
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 43
textures. See applying, textures
world map
friends, finding, 40
launching, 38
location indicators, 38
skyboxes, 39
teleporting, 39
zooming in/out, 38-39
materials
flexiprims, 154
prims, 128
math functions, 231
Mathilde, Aries, landlord
collection, 279-280
maximum hover heights, 29
Maya, 320
MEL script, 320-321
modeling, 322-323
NURBS sphere, creating, 322
sculpt textures, 323-324
Maya Embedded Language (MEL)
script, 320-321
//me command, 52
Media Player, 343
meeting people, 14
mega-prims, 124
MEL (Maya Embedded Language)
script, 320-321
memberships, groups, 57
memory (texture), 223
calculating, 223
performance, 352
requirements table, 224-225
mentors, 9
meshes (avatars), 71
Metaversatility website, 250
Mikadze, Alina tutorials
clothing, 84
new skin, 89
shopping, 86
mini-map, 40-41
mistakes
communication, 58-59
scripts, 238
models, 21
Modify permissions, 55, 146
modifying
avatars, 72
accessories, 80-81
attachments, 82
clothing, 83-84
prim-hair, 81-82
Appendix B
clothing, 76-77
default female undershirt, 76
gloves, 78-79
jackets, 78
pants/shorts, 77
shoes/socks, 78
skirts, 79
textures, 79-80
underwear, 77
linked objects, 145
objects, 55
scripts, 234, 237-239
tools, 267-268
money
Appendix A
currency, 19
earning, 19-20
exchange rate, 254
land values, 19
Montara mini sandbox, 136
moonrises, 18
The Motion Merchant by Johan Durant, 297
motivations for play, 114-115
Mouselook command (View menu), 34
mouselook view, 30-31, 34
movement. See also animations, controls
C key, 30
E key, 30
flying, 28-29
Go Here menu, 30
landing, 29
onscreen, 30
Page Dn key, 30
Page Up key, 30
walking/running, 28
WASD keys, 30
flexiprims, 154
functions, 231
nonphysical objects, 303
particles, 288, 291
physical objects, 303-304
ponds, 272
prims, 123
Local ruler mode, 125
reference ruler mode, 126
world coordinate system, 124
world ruler mode, 125
texture centers, 182-183
Movement Controls command (View menu), 30
movies, making, 344
multiple prims, creating, 122
multiple scripts, running, 234
Murakami, Ceera
discussion, 269-270
linking discussion, 144-145
museums (International Spaceflight Museum), 12
music
club/venue owners, 336
enabling, 337
jobs, 336
live, 336
groups, 340
listening to, 17
playing
land, 338
live musician interview (JueL Resistance), 338-341
music

promoter interview (Circe Broom), 341-342
requirements, 337-338
streams, 338, 342
resources, 342
venues, finding, 337-339
musicians, 21
DJs, compared, 340
groups, 342
live musician interview (JueL Resistance), 338-341
playing music, 337-338
promoter interview (Circe Broom), 341-342

mwah/muah (sound of a friendly kiss), 64
My Notes tab (profiles), 100

N
names
avatars, 8
clothing, 86
objects, 126, 137
variables, 241
NANCE’s Fan Club group, 342
Nerd, nand’s sculpt texture generator website, 316
network connection problems
personal, 352
SL, 353-354
networking (social)
calling cards, 54
culture, 8
friendships, 55
groups, 56
active, 57
creating, 58
enrollment fees, 56
finding, 56
IMing, 57-58
joining, 56
managing, 56-57
memberships, viewing, 57
reasons for, 56
titles, viewing, 57
options, 54
tutorial, 60

New Body Parts menu (Inventory), 210
New Clothing menu (Inventory), 210
newb/newbie/noob (new resident), 64
Newell, Peter, 250
next owner permissions, 145, 168
Nicecast, 338
Night Club Male and Female avatars, 68
night life, live music, 17
no copy, no modify clothing, 83
no-fly zones, 29
no problem (np), 64
Noir, Lumiere, 166-168
nonphysical object movement, 303
nonrunning scripts, 234
notecards, 52
creating, 247
giving on touch script, 246-248
np (no problem), 64
NURBS sphere, creating, 322

Object Permissions dialog, 145

Object tab
Building Block Type
drop-down, 128
Dimple Begin/End setting, 130
Hole Size setting, 130
Hollow setting, 128
Hollow Shape setting, 129
Material drop-down, 128
numbers, 127-128
Path Cut modifier, 128
Position settings, 128
prim properties, 127-128
Profile Cut setting, 130
Radius Delta setting, 131
Revolutions setting, 131
Rotation settings, 128
Sculpt Texture setting, 131
Size settings, 128
Skew setting, 130
Taper setting, 130
Top Shear setting, 130
Twist setting, 129

objects. See also prims
avatar size, 157
backing up, 155
building by the numbers, 127-128
camera controls, 157
communication, 58
creators, 145
defined, 120
enveloped, retrieving, 155-156
full bright, 149
functions, 231
Inventory organization, 364
learning from existing, 156
linking, 144-145
locking, 127, 155
looking at, 31-32
modifying, 55
moving
Local ruler mode, 125
nonphysical objects, 303
physical objects, 303-304
reference ruler mode, 126
world coordinate system, 124
world ruler mode, 125

names, 126, 137
orbiting, 32-33
owners, 127, 145
permissions
broad, 146
Copy, 146
forum post, 146
group, 146
implicit, 146
Modify, 146
Object Permissions dialog, 145
ownership, 145
resources, 168
Transfer, 146
phantom, 127
physical, 127
picture frames, 161-162
prim counts, 133
scripted, 232-233
sizes, 124
streaming, 132
temporary, 127
textures, 134-135
unlinking, 144
ocean spray particle tutorial, 289-291
emitter prim, creating, 290-291
Particle Lab, 289
starter script, extracting, 289-290
offering
calling cards, 54
friendships, 55
teleports, 36
Official Linden SL blog, 22
Offset control (textures), 182-183
ok (k/kk), 63
OMG (oh my gosh!), 64
Ondrejka, Cory, 351
onscreen controls
camera, 34
movement, 30
opacity (images), 212
open source viewer, 350
opening
boxes, 87-88
Inventory, 10
orbit controls, 32-33
organizers, 115
Orientation Island, 9
outfits, 83-84
overriding animations/poses (AOs), 54, 63, 297
Overview of Music in Second Life website, 343
Oyster Bay Sculpture Park and Aquarium, 12-13
Paperdoll, Pannie flexible tail tutorial, 163
attaching to body, 164
cone, creating, 163
length/thickness, 164-165
movement settings, 164
positioning/rotating, 164
texturing, 165
wearing, 165
parcel prim allowance
estates/private islands, 258
mainland, 256
Particle Lab, 292
creator, 292-295
finding, 289
SLURL, 292
starter script, extracting, 289-290
viewing, 289
particles, 289
appearance, 285-286
creating, 284
defined, 284
emitters, 284
flow, 286
functions, 231
mistakes, 294
movement, 288
Particle Lab, 292
creator, 292-295
finding, 289
SLURL, 292
starter script, extracting, 289-290
viewing, 289
placement, 286
angle, 288
pattern, 286-287
radius, 287
rotation, 288
prims, choosing, 294
script samples, 285
starter script, extracting, 289-290
tutorial, 290-291
viewing, 285
wind responding, 294
partnering, 103
ending, 103
forming, 103
request website, 103
Steele, Jade interview, 105-107
summary, 107
Trudeau, Jacqueline interview, 103-104
wedding experiences, 107-108
viewing, 97
patterns, 286-287
Pavcules Superior’s sculpties file repository, 330
Pendragon, Jopsy, 292-295
people, finding, 35-36
People tab (Search dialog), 36
performance, troubleshooting, 351
attending popular events, 357
computer configuration, 351-352
draw distance setting, 355-356
graphics, 356-357
grid status, 352
help website, 357
personal network connections, 352
region grid servers, 354-355
resources, 357
SL network connections, 353-354
permissions
no copy, no modify, 83
objects, 145-146
resources, 168
petridish (textures), 177
phantom property, 127
photography
fog, 336
Internet picture-sharing tools, 335
lighting, 334-335
moving subjects, 336
screen captures, 335
Second Style magazine covers, 334
Snapshot tool, 335
sounds, 335
video tutorial, 335
zooming, 335
Photoshop (alpha channels, creating)
background layer, 194
images, creating, 193
saving, 194
testing, 194
texture, applying, 195
uploading, 194
physical object movement, 303-304
physical property

physical property, 127
physics functions, 231
Pick Fabric dialog, 217
Pick Texture dialog, 134, 174
picks, creating, 98
Picks tab (profiles), 98
picture frames, 161
applying the picture, 162
cube, creating, 161
frames, 161-162
hanging, 163
linking frame/mat/picture, 162
mats, 162
resizing the picture, 162
pictures. See also photography
Inventory, 172
profiles, updating, 96
sharing tools, 335
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 43
Ping Sim/Ping User, 354
placement
particles, 286, 291
angle, 288
pattern, 286-287
radius, 287
rotation, 288
Places tab (Search dialog), 35-36
prims, 122
planar texture mapping, 177-180
advantages, 179
default texture mapping, compared, 178
projecting images, 179
projector orientation, 179
repeats per face, 179
Repeats per Face/Meter, 182
tapered cube, 180
planning land ownership builds, 266
plants
creating, 199
copying panels, 201
flat panel, creating, 199
mirroring images, 200
panel rotation, 201
plant texture, applying, 200
planting, 203
prims, linking, 202
transparency, 200
vine poles, 202
planting, 203
textures, 195
alpha channel, creating, 197-198
background separation, 196
building, 197
color background, adding, 198
image transfer, 197
layers, merging, 197
new file, creating, 196
opaque areas, choosing, 197
pictures, taking, 196
quality, checking, 198
saving, 198-199
platform, 4
playing
music
enabling, 337
land, 338
live musician interview (JueL Resistance), 338-341
promoter interview (Circe Broom), 341-342
requirements, 337-338
resources, 342
streams, 338, 342
video, 344
plywood texture, 174
point lights, 152
police blotter, 113
politeness with IMs, 51
ponds, 271
finished, 273
fish, adding, 278
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
poseballs, 35, 301
Poser, 296
poses
animation priority levels, 300
beds/chairs, 298
Bits and Bobs owner interview (Craig Altman), 297-298
buying, 297
BHV files, 296
creating, 295
defined, 295
getting started, 298
looping, 300
overrides, 297
resources, 298
sitting, 298
animation options, 299-300
animation tool, opening, 299
animation/pose script, adding, 301-302
BHV file export, 300
default, 35
naming, 302
pose, creating, 299
poseball, creating, 301
testing, 301
software, 295-296
positioning
door script, 243-244
flexiprims, 154
houses, 270
prims, 128
Positively Primitives sign tutorial, 186-188
backgrounds, 187
saving, 188
text, adding, 187-188
textures, applying, 189
uploading images, 188-189
practicing presentations, 62
predefined functions, 242
Preferences command (Edit menu), 29
Preferences dialog, 29
preferences help, 357
Preferences panel, 365
Preferences, Audio & Video command (Edit menu), 337
premium accounts, 255
presentations, 61
events, 61
experience, 61
fashion, 62
gestures, 62
gestures, 62
grand entrances, 63
practicing, 62
preparations, 62
presenting, 63
skill requirements, 61
viewing yourself, 63

Preview Texture Tool by Johan Durant, 210

prim-hair, 81-82
prims (primitives), 19. See also objects
aligning
   building tools, 148
   Copy Selection, 148
grid, 147
numbers, 146-147
allowance (mainland), 256
avatar size, 157
brick porch example, 183
brick texture, finding, 183
cube, resizing, 183
face, choosing, 184
realism, 185
Repeats per Face, adjusting, 184-185
camera controls, 157
creating, 121
cubes, 121
deck building, 135
   adding to Inventory, 139
object names, 137
rezzing a cube, 136-137
sandboxes, 135-136
sizing, 137
snapshots, 139
texturing, 138-139
viewpoint control, 137
defined, 120
dispenser, creating, 246
emitter, 290-291
faces, 180-182
flexibility, 152
   client simulation, 155
composition, 153
enabling, 152
force, 153
linking, 154
material, 154
moving, 154
positioning, 154
properties, 152
rotating, 154
sizing, 154
world interaction, 155
flexiprims, 152
client simulation, 155
clothing accessories, 81
enabling, 152
Knowledge Base Article website, 168
length/thickness, 164
linking, 154
material, 154
moving, 154
positioning, 154
properties, 152-153
resources, 168
rotating, 154
sizing, 154
tail, creating, 163-165
world interaction, 155
functions, 231
house, building, 157
circular with dome, 160
creating cube, 158
hollowing cube, 158
linking, 160
roofing, 159
room, creating, 158
sandbox, finding, 157
storing in Inventory, 160
texturing, 158
wall color, 159
wall transparency, 160
Ivory Tower Library of Primitives, 128, 166-168
land
   allowance example, 278-279
ownership requirements, 255
learning from existing, 156
linking, 144, 202
editing, 145
limits, 144
linksets, 144
order, 145
Second Life Forum discussion, 144-145
Local ruler mode, 125
locking, 155
mainland allowance, 256
mega-prims, 124
moving, 123
   Local ruler mode, 125
   reference ruler mode, 126
   world coordinate system, 124
   world ruler mode, 125
multiple, creating, 122
parcel allowance, 258
particles, choosing, 294
permissions, 168
picture frames, 161-162
placing, 122
prim counts, 133
properties
   building block types, 128
   by the numbers, 127-128
cutting, 128
Dimple Begin/End, 130
general, 126-127
hole size, 130
hollow, 128-129
locked, 127
material, 128
object, 127-128
phantom, 127
physical, 127
position, 128
Profile Cut, 130
radius of revolutions, 131
revolutions, 131
rotating, 128
sculpt textures, 131
size, 128
skew, 130
taper, 130
temporary, 127
Top Shear, 130
twist, 129
ramps, 122
reference ruler mode, 126
rock building, 140
cutting, 140
material property, 141
planting, 143
resizing, 140
rezzing a cube, 140
tapering, 140
texturing, 141-142
tinting, 143
top shearing, 141
twisting, 141
prims (primitives)

rotating, 123-124
scripts
  adding, 234
  applying, 236
  deleting, 234
  multiple, running, 234
  relationships, 239
sculpted. See sculpted prims
selecting, 122
shape examples, 132
sizes, 124
stretching, 123-124
teleport, 248
textures
  applying, 134, 173, 189
  color, 135
  default, 134
tiny sizes, 157
types, 122
unlinking, 144
viewing, 233
world coordinate system, 124-125
World ruler mode, 125
zooming in/out, 123
priority levels (animations), 300
privacy screens, 277
private communication (IM), 50-52, 59-60
e-mailing, 51-52
groups, 57-58
hiding, 51
launching, 50
offline, 59
politeness, 51
storing, 51
text, capturing, 59
private islands, 255
assessing, 263-264
finding, 263-264
houses, adding, 270-271
land ownership, 257
  buying land, 259
  covenants, 257-259
  prim allowance, 258
usage fees, 258
landscaping, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
ownership, 259
ponds, adding, 271
finished, 273
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
prim breakdown example, 278-279
terraforming land, 267-269
basements, 269-270
bulldozing, 268
correcting mistakes, 268
editing tools, 267-268
lowering land, 268
waterfalls, adding, 273
movement, 275
rezzing cylinders, 274
rock backdrop, 274
textures, 274
profiles, 96
1st Life tab, 99
2nd Life tab, 96-97
About area, 97
born dates, 96
Classifieds tab, 99
giving items away, 97
group memberships, 57
groups, 97
Interests tab, 98
My Notes tab, 100
partners, 97
pictures, 96
reviewing, 100
tips, 100
viewing, 96
Web sharing, 97
Web tab, 97
properties
flexiprims, 152-153
light, 149
prims
  building block types, 128
  by the numbers, 127-128
  Dimple Begin/End, 130
general, 126-127
hole size, 130
hollow, 128-129
locked, 127
materials, 128
object, 127-128
path cut, 128
phantom, 127
physical, 127
position, 128
Profile Cut, 130
radius of revolutions, 131
revolutions, 131
rotating, 128
sculpt textures, 131
size, 128
skew, 130
taper, 130
temporary, 127
Top Shear, 130
twist, 129
scripts, 235
property lines, 264-265
public communication. See chatting
Pyramid in Cairo, 341

Q–R

QAovimator, 295
radius
  local lights, 150
  prim revolutions, 131
ramps, creating, 122
rate (particle flow), 286
real estate brokers, 21
real life (rl), 64
red beacons (teleporting), 37
reference ruler mode, 126
references to places, 6, 37, 63
regions (grid), 349, 354-355
relationships
  anonymity, 94-95
  bad people, 95
  emotions, 94
  impacts on RL, 95-96
  overview, 94
scripts

- giving notecards on touch, 246-248
- copying to prim inventory, 247
- dispenser prim, creating, 246
- notecards, creating, 247
- HoverText Clock, 234
- managing, 234
- MEL, 320-321
- modifying, 237-239
- multiple, running, 234
- nonrunning, 234
- particles
  - emitters, 284
  - samples, 285
  - starter, extracting, 289-290
- pose, 301-302
- predefined functions, 242
- properties, 235
- relationships with prims, 239
- resetting, 234
- Rotation, 233-234
- running, 234, 239
- saving, 237
- scripted objects, 232-233
- Sit, 232-233
- states, 239-240
- teleport, 248-250
- TextureSwitcher
  - adding to inventory, 235-236
  - modifying, 237
  - user-defined functions, 242-243
  - variables, 241
- sculpt textures
  - exporting, 323-324
- prims, 131
- uploading, 324
- sculpted prims
  - Blender, 324
  - baking textures, 329
  - blend texture, 327
  - cylinders, creating, 325-327
  - image upload, 329
  - input/output parameters, 328
  - marking edges as seams, 326
  - sculpt mode, 328
  - subdividing cylinder, 326
  - textures, applying, 330
  - UV coordinates, 326-327
  - UV images, saving, 329
- UV texture image, 327
- bowl, 319
- downloading MEL script, 320
- modeling, 322-323
- NURBS sphere, creating, 322
- opening MEL script, 320
- sculpt texture export/upload, 323-324
- Shelf button for MEL script, 321
- compared to regular prims, 315
- creating, 315
- disadvantages, 319
- geometry, 315
- sculpt textures
  - creating, 316
  - exporting, 323-324
  - function, 317-318
  - issues, 318
  - uploading, 324
- textures, 315, 318-319
- Search dialog, 35-36
- Search menu commands (Land Sales), 263
- searching. See finding
- Seattle Space Needle, 16
- Second Life, 64
- accessing, 8
- Build Forum, 168
- client, 9
  - Architecture website, 351
  - download, 4
- community, 4
- Grid Servers, 348
- Help command (Help menu), 36
- history, 21-22
- overview, 4
- platform, 4
- players (resident), 64
- feedback, 22
  - motivations/types of play, 114-115
- Server Architecture website, 351
- technical overview, 348
- uniform resource locators. See SLURLs
- Viewer, 348
- defined, 349
- function, 350
- Open Source Project
  - website, 351
  - types, 350
  - web site, 8
- “Second Life: It’s Not a Game,” 5
- Second Seeker blog, 11
- Second Style magazine covers, 334
- Second Tourist blog, 11
- see ya (cya), 63
- Select Texture build control, 181
- selecting. See choosing
- self-deception theory (relationships), 101-102
- semiprivate groups, 54
- semitransparent images, 192
- sensor functions, 231
- Serpentine Falls, 135, 203
- Serpentine, Stroker interview, 110-112
- servers
  - external, 350
  - region grid server status, 354-355
  - SL Grid, 348
- supporting, 350
- Set Home Here command (World menu), 38
- Set Scripts to Not Running in Selection command (Tools menu), 234
- Set Scripts to Running in Selection command (Tools menu), 234
- sex, 108-109
  - Amsterdam, 110
  - animations, 109
  - avatars, 112
- Serpentine, Stroker interview, 110-112
- text-only, 112
- Sex Rev 2.0, 109
- sharing
  - landmarks, 37
  - pictures, 335
  - video, 344
- The Shelter, 14, 85
shelves, creating, 321
shininess (textures), 176
shirts, 77, 84-86
naming, 86
saving, 86
textures/color, 85-86
shoes/socks, 78
shop staff, 21
shopping, 18
Ayla Holt’s Men In Action, 18
Calico Creations, 18
clothing, 87-88
shortcuts (keyboard)
C, 30
E, 30
flying, 28
help, 36
home base, 38
landing, 29
looking at objects, 31
movement controls, 30
orbiting objects, 32
Page Dn, 30
Page Up, 30
panning, 33
shouting, 49
toggling walking and running, 28
world map, 38
Shoutcast, 338
shouting, 49
siding (textures), 177
signs
creating
backgrounds, 187
image editing software, 186
choosing, 186
sizing texture images, 186
text, 187-188
saving, 188
textures, applying, 189
uploading, 188-189
Silas Scarborough Rocking Fan Club group, 342
Simplecast, 338
sims, 349, 354-355
simulator functions, 231
Sit script, 232-233
sitting down, 34-35
default sit pose, 35
poses, 35
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 43
sitting pose, 298
animation options, 299-300
animation tool, opening, 299
animation/pose script, adding, 301-302
BVH file export, 300
naming, 302
pose, creating, 299
poseball, creating, 301
testing, 301
six light limit, 151
size
houses, 270
flexiprims, 154
images, 220
land, 255, 263
objects, 124, 157
prims, 124, 128
textures, 225, 186
skewing prims, 130
skin, 74
Inventory organization, 363
new, 89
texturing, 208-211
skirts, 79, 208
skyboxes, 39
skydiving, 12
Skype, 60
sl. See Second Life
slang, list of, 63-64
sluggish SL performance
(lag/laggy), 63
SLURLs (Second Life URIs), 40
Abbotts Aerodrome, 12, 312
Amsterdam, 110
Ayla Holt’s Men In Action store, 18
Benicia Hill Community Center, 15
Bits and Bobs by Craig Altman, 297
bumper cars, 14
Calico Creations, 18
Chi sim, 11
Club Egret, 16
Club Egret, 16
Club Egret, 16
community standards, 113
Dubia forest, 11
Egggar sim, 14
go-kart racing, 14
Heart Garden Center, 278
International Spaceflight Museum, 12
Ivory Tower Library of Primitives, 166
Karamel Madison's Kitchen Korner, 16
Linden Village, 22
Luskwood, 71
mini-map, 40-41
The Motion Merchant by Johan Durant, 297
Oyster Bay Sculpture Park and Aquarium, 13
police blotter, 113
Pyramid in Cairo, 341
Seattle Space Needle, 16
Serenity Falls, 135, 203
The Shelter, 14, 85
Splash Aquatics, 278
Svarga, 11
Take Copy, 278
Tete a Pied, 89
Texture Lab, 219
Titanic, 16
Tropical Island Surf Shop, 14
YadNi’s Junkyard, 70, 297
Snagit website, 335
Snapshot tool, 334-335
snapshots. See photography; pictures
Snipzilla, 335
social networking
calling cards, 54
culture, 8
friendships, 55
groups, 56
active, 57
creating, 58
enrollment fees, 56
finding, 56
Iming, 57-58
joining, 56
managing, 56-57
memberships, viewing, 57
reasons for, 56
titles, viewing, 57
tutorial, 60
socializers

socializers, 115
socks, 78
softness (flexiprims), 153
Sojourner, Robin, 177
  Robin (Sojourner) Wood T-shirt template. See T-shirt tutorial texture templates website, 204
sound
  door script, adding, 245
  friendly kiss (mwhah/muah), 64
photography, 335
Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 41
  flying, 42
  looking around, 41
  looking at objects, 42
  maps, 43
  returning home, 44
  sitting down, 43
  snapshots, 43
  teleporting, 41
  walking/running, 42
spamming, 59
spheres, dimpling, 130
Splash Aquatics, 278
Splash, Kaikou, 278
Sproket, Ricardo, 342
standing up, 34
Start with Strife Onizuka's FAQ for Animators website, 298
states (scripts), 239-240
static lights, 152
Statistics Bar Guide website, 357
Steele, Jade interview, 105-107
stonetile (textures), 177
stopping vehicles, 305
storage. See Inventory
streaming
  music, 338
  objects, 132
  video, 343
streams, 342
stretching prims, 123-124
strings, 231, 241
stucco (textures), 177

suction (textures), 177
sunglasses, 80
sunsets, 18
supporting servers, 350
surfing, 13
Svarga, 11
system requirements, 8, 351

T

tail, flexible, 163-165
Take Copy, 278
Take Off submenu, 72
take your time (tyt), 64
talk to you later (ttyl), 64
tapered cube texture mapping, 180
tapering prims, 130
TARGA (Truevision Advanced Raster Graphics Adapter) format, 222
targeted particle movement, 288
tattoos, 74
technical overview
  architecture, 348
  external servers, 350
  grid
    beta, 349
    defined, 348
    function, 349
    main, 349
    regions, 349
    status, checking, 352
    teen, 349
  lag, 348
  performance, troubleshooting, 351
  attending popular events, 357
  computer configuration, 351-352
  draw distance setting, 355-356
  graphics, 356-357
  grid status, 352
  help website, 357
  personal network connections, 352
  region grid servers, 354-355
  resources, 357

SL network connections, 353-354
resources, 351
SL Grid Servers, 348
SL Viewer, 348
  defined, 349
  function, 350
Open Source Project website, 351
types, 350
supporting servers, 350

teen grid, 349
telehubs, 37
teleporting, 35, 64
  accepting offers, 36
  arriving, 37
  functions, 231
  home, 38
  landmarks, 37
  locations, finding, 35-36
  offering, 36
  sandboxes, 136
  script, 248-250
  Spaceport Alpha tutorial, 41
telehubs, 37
tutorial, 248
  world map, 39

templates
  Robin (Sojourner) Wood T-shirt.
  See T-shirt tutorial
textures, 204
  Chip Midnight template set website, 204
  color or grayscale, choosing, 209
  eyes, 205
  hair, 204
  heads, 206
  limitations, 204
Linden template set website, 204
  lower bodies, 208
Robin Sojourner's template set
  website, 204
  skin, 208-209
  skirts, 208
  upper bodies, 207-208
temporary property, 127
tension (flexiprims), 153
Terms of Service (TOS), 8
Terra, Cubey
   Abbots Aerodrome, 312-314
   airplane tutorial. See airplane assembly
terraforming land, 267-269
   basements, 269-270
   bulldozing, 268
   correcting mistakes, 268
   editing tools, 267-268
   lowering land, 268
testing
   alpha channels, 194
   animations, 301
   scripts
      door, 244
      teleport, 249
Tete a Pied SLURL, 89
text
   chats/IMs, 59
   texture images, adding, 187-188
text-only sex, 112
Texture tab
   Bumpiness setting, 176-177
   Color swatch, 174-175
   Full Bright setting, 175
   Shininess setting, 176
   Transparency setting, 175
Texture Calculator, 203
Texture Lab, 218
   creator, 219-220
   SLURL, 219
Texture Picker, 134, 174
Texture tab
   Offset control, 182-183
   prims, 134-135
   Repeats per Face/Meter settings, 182
   Rotation control, 183
   Select Texture build control, 181
   settings, 173
   Texture Picker, 174
textures, 19
   3D modeling/texturing websites, 204
   ambient light, 175
   applying, 173
   artists, 21
brick, 183
   brick porch example, 183
   brick texture, finding, 183
cube, resizing, 183
   face, choosing, 184
   realism, 185
   Repeats per Face, adjusting, 184-185
   bumpiness, 176-177
center, moving, 182-183
clothing, 79-80, 85-86
   applying, 211
   color or grayscale, 209
color tint, 174-175
custom T-shirts, 211, 217-218
centering images, 214
   image layer styles, adding, 214
   image selection, 212
   lightening/darkening shirts, 214
   masking images, 214
   moving image into position, 212
   opacity, 212
   resizing images, 212, 215-216
   resolution, 216
   Robin (Sojourner) Wood T-shirt template download, 211
   round image, creating, 213
   saving, 216
   shadows, 218
   shirt color, selecting, 214
text, 215
   uploading, 216
   wearing, 217
decks, 138-139
defined, 172
faces, 180-182
functions, 231
houses, building, 158
images
   applying, 189
center, moving, 182-183
   choosing, 174
   creating, 186-188
defined, 172
dimensions, 220-221
   file formats, 222-223
   multiple textures, 203
   rotating, 183
   saving, 188
   sculpted prims, 315
   size, 220
storing, 172
   uploading, 188-189
importance, 173
   mapping, 177-180
memory, 223
   calculating, 223
   requirements table, 224-225
particles, 286, 291
plant, 195
   alpha channel, creating, 197-198
   background separation, 196
   building, 197
   color background, adding, 198
   image transfer, 197
   layers, merging, 197
   new file, creating, 196
   opaque areas, choosing, 197
   pictures, taking, 196
   quality, checking, 198
   saving, 198-199
ponds, 272
   previewing, 209-210
prims, 134-135
   rotating, 183
sculpt, 323-324
sculpted, 315, 318-319
   creating, 316
   function, 317-318
   issues, 318
shininess, 176
sizes, 225
skin, 211
templates, 204
   Chip Midnight template set website, 204
   color or grayscale, choosing, 209
eyes, 205
   hair, 204
   heads, 206
   limitations, 204
   Linden template set website, 204
   lower bodies, 208
   Robin Sojourner's template set website, 204
   skin, 208-209
   skirts, 208
   upper bodies, 207-208
Texture Calculator, 203
Texture Lab, 218-220
transparencies, 175, 190-193
waterfalls, 274
zones tutorial, 203
TextureSwitcher script
adding to inventory, 235-236
modifying, 237
thank you (ty), 64
theories of relationship pacing
lack of consequences, 102
learning to be loved, 102
self-deception, 101-102
summary, 102-103
true self, 101
third person view. See defaults, views
tiers
estates/private islands, 258
mainland land ownership, 256
time functions, 231
tiny prims, 157
“Tips and Tricks: Ten Tips on Creating
Machinima in SL,” 344
Titanic, 16
tmi (too much information), 64
Tokugawa, Komuso, 342
tools. See also controls
land editing, 267-268
picture-sharing, 335
Snapshot, 335
Tools menu commands, 234
Top Shear property (prims), 130
TOS (Terms of Service), 8
touch_start event handler, 242
town hall meetings, 22
tp (teleport), 64
traffic, 35-36
Transfer permissions, 146
transformation functions, 231
transparencies
creating with alpha channels, 190
alpha sorting, 192
haloing effect, 193
RGB color spaces, 190-191
semitransparent images, 192
white areas, 190
particles, 286
plants, creating, 200
ponds, 272
textures, 175
walls, 160
trees, 276
Tropical Island Surf Shop, 14
troubleshooting
communication, 58-59
haloing around transparent images, 193
Make Outfit bug, 73
particles, 294
performance, 351
attending popular events, 357
cosmetic configuration, 351-352
draw distance setting, 355-356
graphics, 356-357
gird status, 352
help website, 357
personal network connections, 352
region grid servers, 354-355
resources, 357
SL network connections, 353-354
red beacons after teleporting, 37
Save As bug, 73
scripts, 238
sculpt textures, 318
transparencies, 190
Trudeau, Jacqueline interview, 103-104
true self theory (relationships), 101
Truevision Advanced Raster Graphics Adapter (TARGA) format, 222
T-shirt tutorial, 211, 217-218
images
centering, 214
choosing, 212
layer styles, adding, 214
masking, 214
moving into position, 212
resizing, 212, 215-216
round, creating, 213
lightening/darkening shirts, 214
opacity, 212
resolution, 216
Robin (Sojourner) Wood T-shirt template download, 211
saving, 216
shadows, 218
shirt color, selecting, 214
text, 215
uploading, 216
wearing, 217
ttyl (talk to you later), 64
tutorials
airplane assembly, 307
Abbotts Aerodrome, finding, 307
adding DIY plane kit to Inventory, 308-309
copying to inventory, 312
DIY plane kit, 307-308
fuselage, 309
horizontal stabilizer, 309
left landing gear, 310
naming, 311
passenger seat script, 312
pilot seat script, 312
prims, linking, 311
propeller, 311
rezzing parts, 308
right landing gear, 310
seats, 311
vertical stabilizer, 310
windscreen, 311
wings, 310
alpha channels, creating with Photoshop, 193-194
background layer, 194
images, creating, 193
saving, 194
testing, 194
texture, applying, 195
uploading, 194
Blender sculpted prim, 324
baking textures, 329
blend texture, 327
cylinders, 325-327
image upload, 329
input/output parameters, 328
marking edges as seams, 326
sculpt mode, 328
subdividing cylinder, 326
textures, applying, 330
UV coordinates, 326-327
UV images, saving, 329
UV texture image, 327
bowl sculpt prim, 319

downloading MEL script, 320
modeling, 322-323
NURBS sphere, creating, 322
opening MEL script, 320
sculpt texture export/upload, 323-324
Shelf button for MEL script, 321

brick porch, 183
brick texture, finding, 183
cube, resizing, 183
face, choosing, 184
realism, 185
Repeats per Face, 184-185

building
decks, 135-139
rock, 140-143

buying land, 266
assessing, 264
costs, 264-265
economic data, 265
finding land, 264
IMing owners, 265
mainland versus estates, 263
meeting neighbors, 266
property lines, 264-265
size, 263

custom T-shirts, 211, 217-218
centering images, 214
image selection, 212
layer styles, adding, 214
lightening/darkening shirts, 214
masking images, 214
moving image into position, 212
opacity, 212
resizing images, 212, 215-216
resolution, 216
Robin (Sojourner) Wood T-shirt template download, 211
round image, creating, 213
saving, 216
shadows, 218
shirt color, selecting, 214
text, 215
uploading, 216
wearing, 217
door script, 243-246
auto-close function, 244-245

building doors, 243
locks, adding, 245-246
position values, 243-244
script, adding, 244
sound, adding, 245
testing, 244

exploring Spaceport Alpha, 41
flying, 42
looking around, 41
looking at objects, 42
maps, 43
returning home, 44
sitting down, 43
snapshots, 43
teleporting, 41
walking/running, 42

flexible tail, creating, 163
attaching to body, 164
cone, creating, 163
length/thickness, 164-165
movement settings, 164
positioning/rotating tails, 164
texturing, 165
wearing, 165
giving notecards on touch script, 246-248
copying to prim inventory, 247
dispenser prim, creating, 246
notecards, creating, 247

house building, 157
circular with dome, 160
creating cube, 158
hollowing cube, 158
linking prims, 160
roofing, 159
room, creating, 158
sandbox, finding, 157
storing in Inventory, 160
texturing, 158
wall color, 159
wall transparency, 160

houses, 270-271
Kart, 304-305

landscaping, 275
ground cover, 275-276
plants, 277-278
privacy screens, 277
trees, 276
wildlife, 278
Machinima, 344
particles, 289

appearance, 290
emitter prim, creating, 290-291
flow, 291
movement, 291
Particle Lab, 289
placement, 291
starter script, extracting, 289-290
texture, 291

photography, 335
picture frames, 161
applying the picture, 162
cube, creating, 161
frames, 161-162
hanging, 163
linking frame/mat/picture, 162
mats, 162
resizing the picture, 162
planning builds, 266
plant textures, 195
alpha channel, creating, 197-198
background separation, 196
building, 197
color background, adding, 198
image transfer, 197
layers, merging, 197
new file, creating, 196
opaque areas, choosing, 197
pictures, taking, 196
quality, checking, 198
saving, 198-199

plants, creating, 199
copying panels, 201
flat panel, creating, 199
mirroring images, 200
panel rotation, 201
plant texture, applying, 200
planting, 203
prims, linking, 202
transparency, 200
vine poles, 202
ponds, 271
finished, 273
movement, 272
rezzing cylinders, 271
rotation, 273
textures, 272
transparency, 272
water speed, 272-273
Positively Primitives sign, 186-188
### Tutorials

- **Backgrounds**, 187
- **Saving**, 188
- **Sizing texture images**, 186
- **Text**, adding, 187-188
- **Textures**, applying, 189
- **Uploading**, 188-189
- **Sitting pose**, 298
- **Animation options**, 299-300
- **Animation tool**, opening, 299
- **Animation/pose script**, adding, 301-302
- **BVH file export**, 300
- **Naming**, 302
- **Pose**, creating, 299
- **Poseball**, creating, 301
- **Testing**, 301
- **Teleporting script**, 248-250
- **Terraforming land**, 267-269
- **Basements**, 269-270
- **Bulldozing**, 268
- **Correcting mistakes**, 268
- **Editing tools**, 267-268
- **Lowering land**, 268
- **Texture zones website**, 203
- **Waterfalls**, 273
- **Movement**, 275
- **Rezzing cylinders**, 274
- **Rock backdrop**, 274
- **Textures**, 274
- **Twisting prims**, 129
- **TY (Thank You)**, 64
- **Types of play**, 114-115
- **TYT (Take Your Time)**, 64

### V

- **Variables**, 241
- **Vectors**, 241
- **Vehicles**, 304
  - **Abbots Aerodrome**
    - **Founder**, 312-314
    - **Location**, 307, 312
  - **Airplane assembly (DIY plane kit)**, 307
  - **Abbots Aerodrome, finding**, 307
  - **Adding to Inventory**, 308-309, 312
  - **Buying**, 307-308
  - **Contents**, 308
  - **Fuselage**, 309
  - **Horizontal stabilizer**, 309
  - **Left landing gear**, 310
  - **Naming**, 311
  - **Passenger seat script**, 312
  - **Pilot seat script**, 312
  - **Prims, linking**, 311
  - **Propeller**, 311
  - **Rezzing parts**, 308
  - **Right landing gear**, 310
  - **Seats**, 311
  - **Vertical stabilizer**, 310
  - **Windscreen**, 311
  - **Wings**, 310
  - **Building**, 306
  - **Driving**, 305
  - **Finding**, 304
  - **Functions**, 231
  - **Kart**, 304
  - **Rezzing**, 304
  - **Riding**, 304-305
  - **Stopping**, 305

### U

- **U2InSL website**, 343
- **Underwear**, 77
- **Unlinking prims**, 144
- **Unpacking new skins**, 89
- **Uploading pictures (profiles)**, 96
- **Upload Image command (File menu)**, 216
- **Uploading**
  - **Alpha channels**, 194
  - **Images**
    - **Distortion**, 220-221
    - **File format considerations**, 223
- **Sizes supported**, 220
- **Textures**, 188-189
- **Textures**, 209
- **Upper bodies**, 207-208
- **User-defined functions**, 242-243
- **UV coordinates**
  - **Moving/scaling**, 327
  - **Unwrapping**, 326
- **UV maps**, 206
- **Variables**, 241
- **Vectors**, 241
- **Venues (music)**
  - **Finding**, 337-339
  - **Owners**, 336
- **Video**
  - **Enabling**, 343
  - **Functions**, 231
  - **Movies, making**, 344
  - **Performance**, 352
  - **Playing**, 344
  - **Sharing**, 344
  - **Streaming**, 343
- **View menu commands**
  - **Camera Controls**, 34
  - **Mouselook**, 34
  - **Movement Controls**, 30
- **Viewing**
  - **Chat**, 49
  - **Classified ads**, 99
  - **Default views**, 30
    - **Example**, 31
    - **Looking at an object**, 31-32
    - **Orbiting objects**, 32-33
    - **Panning**, 33
    - **Groups**, 57, 97
    - **Local lights**, 151
    - **Mini-map**, 40
    - **Mouselook**, 30-31, 34
    - **Particle Lab**, 289
    - **Particles**, 285
    - **Partners**, 97
    - **Prims**, 233
    - **Profiles**, 96
      - **1st Life tab**, 99
      - **2nd Life tab**, 96-97
      - **About area**, 97
      - **Born dates**, 96
      - **Classifieds tab**, 99
      - **Giving items away**, 97
      - **Groups**, 97
      - **Interests tab**, 98
      - **My Notes tab**, 100
      - **Partners**, 97
      - **Picks tab**, 98
      - **Pictures**, 96
      - **Web sharing**, 97
      - **Web tab**, 97
    - **Script folder**, 233
    - **Textures**, 209-210
    - **Yourself during presentations**, 63
- **Viewpoints (prims)**, 123
virtual sex, 108-109
Amsterdam, 110
animations, 109
avatars, 112
Serpentine, Stroker interview, 110-112
text-only, 112
voice, 48, 60-61
volunteer opportunities, 22

W

walking, 28, 42
walkways (houses), 271
wall color (houses), 159
wall transparency (houses), 160
Warrior, Slim, 342
WASD keys, 30
waterfalls, 273
movement, 275
rezzing cylinders, 274
rock backdrop, 274
textures, 274
way to go (wtg), 64
wb (welcome back), 64
wearing
clothing, 88
skins, 89
weather functions, 231
weave (textures), 177
Web tab (profiles), 97
websites
3D modeling/texturing, 204
Abuse and Griefing Knowledge Articles, 360
abuse report filing, 360
acronyms/slang, 64
“Advanced Snapshot Magic Video Tutorial,” 335
alpha channels, creating, 192
Beginners’ Guide to Second Life, 10
Bristol, Charles, 342
Brody, Nance, 342
Build Form, 157
building tools, 148
cache, clearing, 357
“Capture the Moment: Guide to the New Snapshot Preview,” 335
Chip Midnight texture template set, 204
Chung, Anshe, 260
client download, 9
DAZ|Studio, 296
dual processor performance, 357
estate/island ownership, 259
Flexi-Prim Knowledge Base Article, 168
Flicker, 335
forums
post on permissions, 146
Thread on Lighting, 168
freezing, banning, ejecting avatars, 359
functions, list of, 242
GIMP, 186
Google TechTalk, 351
group land, 257
“Guide to Second Life Music,” 337
“How to Play Streaming Music in SL,” 337
“I have a lot of lag: how do I stop it?,” 357
Icecast, 338
In-World Book Companion, 275
Inventory resources, 364
Jewell, Yuzuru’s lathe (ROKURO) tool, 316
jobs article, 20
JPEG2000 format, 223
Komuso, Tokugawa, 342
land pricing, 256
Let There Be Lights, 168
Levitsky, Amanda, 324
The LibSecondLife Project, 351
Linden Communication Venues Guide, 22
Linden Lab, 4
Linden Lab Community Music Page, 343
Linden texture template set, 204
links to, 97
Llewelyn, Gwyneth’s blog on griefers, 360-361
LSL Wiki, 230, 235, 285
Lynn, Regina, 109
Mac performance, 357
Machinima, 344
“Making a Perfect Alpha Channel, with No White Halo,” 193
Making Machinima in SL by Eric Linden, 344
MEL exporter script, 320
Metaversatility, 250
Nerd, nand’s sculpt texture generator, 316
Next Owner Permissions FAQ, 168
Nicecast, 338
Official Linden SL blog, 22
Overview of Music in Second Life, 343
Pavcules Superior’s sculptures file repository, 330
performance, 357
Poser, 296
preferences help, 357
Preview Texture Tool by Johan Durant, 210
QAvimator, 296
region grid status
Knowledgebase article, 355
Resistance, Juel, 338, 342
Rust, RoseDrop, 342
Scarborough, Sila, 342
sculpt textures, 316
Second Life, 8
Animations Forum, 298
Build Forum, 168
Client Architecture, 351
client download, 4
Forum linking discussion, 144-145
history, 21
partnership requests, 103
Server Architecture, 351
Viewer Open Source Project, 351
Second Life: It’s Not a Game, 5
Second Seeker blog, 11
Second Tourist blog, 11
Second Style, 334
Shoutcast, 338
Simplecast, 338
Skype, 60
SLURL help, 41
Snagit, 335
Snapzilla, 335
websites

Sojourner, Robin, 177
texture template set, 204
T-shirt template download, 211
Sproket, Ricardo, 342
Start with Strife Onizuka’s FAQ for Animators, 298
Statistics Bar Guide, 357
system requirements, 8, 351
technical resources, 351
Terra, Cubey, 312
Texture Calculator, 203
texture zone tutorial, 203
Tips and Tricks: Ten Tips on Creating Machinima in SL, 344
U2inSL, 343
video sharing, 344
voice discussion, 61
volunteer opportunities, 22
Warrior, Slim, 342
Zander, Willow’s Inventory organizational strategy, 361-364

wedding experiences, 107-108
welcome areas, 9
welcome back (wb), 64
what the f***? (wtf), 64
Whitcroft, Tess, 278
wildlife, 278
wind
flexiprims, 154
particles, 288, 294
Windows Bitmap (BMP) format, 222
woodgrain (textures), 176
world coordinate system, 124-125
world map
friends, finding, 40
launching, 38
location indicators, 38
skyboxes, 39
teleporting, 39
zooming in/out, 38-39

World menu commands
About Land, 256
Set Home Here, 38
World ruler mode, 125
wtf (what the f***?), 64
wtg (way to go), 64

X–Z

x, y, z coordinate system, 124-125
YadNi’s Junkyard, 70, 270, 297
yw (you’re welcome), 64
Zander, Willow’s Inventory organizational strategy, 361-364
zooming in/out
mini-map, 40
photography, 335
prims, 123
world map, 38-39